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Michigan Ditch Digger Finds a Way For All to Fight Rising Gas Prices

Paul Cavalloro of Lake Orion, Michigan has found affordable a way for the general public to
fight back on the fast rising fuel prices that plague our country. Green fuel Paul says is the
answer.A Micro Fuel Plant that is highly efficient you can operate from your kitchen, RV,Yard,
Shed etc.

(PRWEB) April 12, 2005 -- What is green fuel? Green fuel is now more cost affective than gasoline and with
the steady rising prices it more attractive every day. Ethanol or green fuel has been around for years (before
Gasoline was invented) and is being used in over 20 states now with a minim production range from 10,000,000
gallons to 800,000,000 gallons depending on the state in 2003. So this should be no secret. You automobile runs
partially on ethanol all ready and you probably didnÂ�t know it.

With PaulÂ�s Micro Fuel Plant you can produce Fuel from any thing that has starch or sugar in it and get a
cost effective alternative to gasoline from almost any place. This is a small light weight powerful unit that is
simple to operate. The procedures to operate the Micro Fuel Plant are extremely simple. As it has always been a
fact that in our great county the Necessity is the Mother of Invention. You can get more information on the web
at: http://www.americanresourcemarketing.com/micro-fuel-plant/
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Contact Information
Paul Cavalloro
http://www.americanresourcemarketing.com/micro-fuel-plant/
248-230-4196

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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